Expression in Dutch: "een kind kan de was doen", a
child can do the laundry. We say this when something
is really easy to do. In our situation the child doesn’t
do the laundry but the cabinet.
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Introduction
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We proudly present you our composing tool Studio Pastoe
Studio Pastoe is an online composing tool to create, load, modify
and order anywhere and anytime you want. Our Vision, Landscape
and Pure cabinets are added to the configurator (Studio Pastoe).
For our other products you can use the catalogue with price lists.
They will be added to the configurator.
The name Studio Pastoe originates from the positive and fun
experience of composing. It’s a discovery which is user friendly and
accessible for everyone.
Studio Pastoe can be used by dealers and consumers. The
consumer assumes the role of a designer and can create his own
cabinet. Dealers can use it to send in orders.

Studio Pastoe shows you all possibilities; sizes, functions, colours,
compositions and prizes. Playfully you get to know all possibilities.
The retail prizes are given with your countries VAT. You can also
choose to display the export prices ex VAT.
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Install Studio Pastoe
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Open your browser and go to
www.studiopastoe.com

Install the program on your computer:
Download the version that suits the
operating system of your computer.

Use the program online: You can use
Studio Pastoe online if you have:
Firefox, Chrome, Edge or Safari. The
quality and resolution online is lower
though.

Install Studio Pastoe

Install the configurator on your computer
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1

Extract the zipped folder
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Choose a suitable location to save

And extract

Click pastoe.exe and start
composing

Install Studio Pastoe

Install the configurator on your computer

When opening Studio Pastoe, you ‘ll be
asked to select your graphics quality. The
program remembers your choice. We
advice you to select the highest quality
if you have a fast computer.

Windowed means you use Studio Pastoe
in a saperate window. Otherwise the
configurator opens in full screen. Use f11
to switch between both views.
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Install Studio Pastoe

Use the program online
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Use the program online: you can use
Studio Pastoe online if you have:
Firefox, Chrome, Edge or Safari. The
quality and resolution is lower though.

If you choose to use the program online
some data will be downloaded.
Afterwards the program opens directly.
This may take several minutes
depending on your internet speed.

Install Studio Pastoe

Ready to start

Homescreen

Choose your language.
Note: version 1.0 is available in Dutch
and English only, other languages will be
added in the next update.
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Controls

General information
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Controls
Choose cabinet type, add components,
color components and add accessoires

Control buttons
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Customize components

Controls

Support

Expand the menu
https://pastoesupport.freshdesk.com/solution/folders/6000183084
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Start composing
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At the homescreen you can choose to compose your own
cabinet or to start with some inspiration from Pastoe.

Start composing

Pastoe inspiration to start with

Choose an example to begin with and
adjust it to your/the costumers
preferences. All ‘Joost Selection’
cabinets can be found in inspiration for
example.

Choose inspiring examples
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Start composing

Create your own
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Start with an empty wall and choose the
cabinet you want to design: Landscape,
Vision or Pure. Our other models will be
added later.

Create your own

Start composing
By adding a component you create a
cabinet with 1 element. Your cabinet
grows when you add more components.

Your first component
Here you can change the dimensions
of the components: depth, length
and width.

You compose your cabinet from the
setting ‘create’
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Here you can modifying the
functionality: you can choose a drawer,
flap, door, open compartment or a
combination when possible.
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Customize design

2. With FINISH you can choose the
colour or type of finish you would like.

Colours and veneer

4. Choose your color or type of veneer
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Besides our 48 colors you can also create
your own

3. Choose which part of the
component you would like to colour

1. Select the part you would like to color

Customize design

Colours and veneer
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Choose what part of the component you
would like to colour

the whole component

layers: top, dividing and bottom
(only for Landscape)
back panel and of open compartment
(only for Landscape)

front

left side

right side

Please note: the configurator does
not permit to give a different colour
to the different sides of a Vision
modules. In that case please indicate
the desired colour on you order. This
does not change the quotation, all
Basic colours have the same price.

Customize design

Add accessories

2. Choose the accessories you would like to add: cable feed through,
media panel, shelf, inner drawer, metal frame compartment, ,
chassis, and drawer inserts.

1. Select the component where you
would like to add accessories.
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Please note: the configurator does
not permit to choose the exact
position of openings (cable feed
through etc). choose the right
number of openings to get the right
price and add a drawing with the
desired position of the openings.
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Vision Elements
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You can create a Vision Elements by placing components from the same depth, height, width and colour next to each other. The
configurator builds automatically an Elements, consisting of one external body with internal vertical separations. . Your can colour the
fronts differently Check the 4 examples. The width of the components should be equal and 54 cm. The only exception is a width of 72 cm
when the total Elements is 216 cm (72*3).

Vision Elements of 216 cm with
4 components of 54 cm

4 single Vision components of 54 cm

Vision Elements of 216 cm with
4 components of 54 cm

4 single Vision components of 54 cm

Vision Elements
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The configurator makes the Vision Elements single components again when other components touch the Vision Elements. Check the 3 examples
below. If you want to make a composition with Vision Elements connected to each other: separate them to get the right quotation and indicate in
your order you want to connect them.

Vision Elements of 216 x 27 cm with
4 components of 54 cm width

4 single components of 54 x 27 cm plus a single
white component of 72 x 36 cm

Vision Elements of 216 x 27 cm with 4 components of 54
cm width plus a single white component of 72 x 36 cm
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Price indication and register

Register
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To receive a quotation or save and load your design you need an
account. With the login button you open a screen to login or
register.

Your country determines your VAT rate.
It’s is impossible to change your region
afterwards. For dealers outside the
Benelux we recommend to choose the
no VAT option.. This will show you the
export prizes without VAT
(corresponding to the global price lists).

When logged in, you will find here the indicative price
while composing. We do our best to indicate prizes as
precise as possible. Note: the confirmed price by
order@pastoe.com is the final price.

Price indication and register

Login page if you already have an account. It includes the
possibility to apply for a new password.

Login and forgot password
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Save and load your design

In het menu kun je kiezen om een ontwerp op te
You can choose to save a design or open one from your
slaan of te openen uit uw bibliotheek
library at the menu
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Save and load your design

Save

Select an empty section to save your design.
When you select an existing design it will be
overwritten, so pay attention.
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Save and load your design

Load

Choose the cabinet you would like to load.
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Save the quotation and pass on to consumers
Process to be followed to make a QUOTATION
for your client without sending it to Pastoe.

1) Use the remarks field for special
requests regarding the order, like
specific openings or different delivery
address.
2) Specify extra charges or reductions
associated with the remarks.

Build a quotation

3) Preview and save the quotation.
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Save the quotation and pass on to consumers

Build a quotation
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Preview and save your quotation. Pay attention: Quotes are not saved in
your library, but in a central database. You can retrieve your design with
the ‘composition code’. Check the next page for more information.

Show the quotation in your
browser. You can print, save as PDF
and send the quotation by e-mail.

Save
theopslaan
quotation
and pass onaan
to consument
consumers
Offerte
en meegeven

Show quotation in your browser

With this number, the ‘composition code’, the quotation can
always be retrieved by you, the customer and Pastoe. Pay
attention: quotations can not be found in your library
unless they are saved.
Summarizing: Everyone with this composition code can
retrieve and customize the design.

You can give the quotation to a dealer in the following ways:
• Print it
• Mail it as a PDF
• With this url the customer can open the same page
• When you send the composition code, the customer can
load the design in the configurator. Please note: the
additional remarks and extra prizes are not visible
(anymore) then.
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Send and retrieve order request

Send an order
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Process to be followed to send an
ORDER to Pastoe.

1) Fill in the sales representative’s name
and data wherefore the consumer
knows who to approach if there are any
questions. Name, City and Telephone
number are mandatory.
2) Fill in your reference.
3) Fill in your requirements for delivery

4) Which dealer are you
5) Use the remarks field when you have
special requests about the order, like a
custom cable feed through or a
different delivery address.
6) Specify extra charges or reductions
associated with the remarks.
7) Verify that you are an authorized
Pastoe dealer. Without this checkmark
your order will be considered like a
quotation and won’t be picked as an
order.

8) By clicking “get quote” you are sending your order.
Pastoe will process the order and send the order
confirmation with the final price. When consumers use
this button they will request a quotation to your store.
You receive the confirmation by e-mail.

Send and retrieve order request

Order sent

Feedback when the order is
successfully submitted.
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Send and retrieve order request

Confirmation order/quotation request

With this number, the ‘composition code’, the
quotation can always be retrieved by you, the
customer and Pastoe. Pay attention: quotations
can not be found in your library unless they are
saved.
Summarizing: Everyone with this composition
code can retrieve and customize the design.

By clicking this link you open the quotation with
drawings and remarks included in your browser

‘’Total price’’ = recommended retail price (RPP),
including additional costs or reductions as
specified in the remarks

The reference we use in further communication

Your data, used in communication towards
consumers
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Send and retrieve order request

Enter your order number to retrieve
submitted orders. With the composition
code you can also retrieve made
compositions / quotations.

Load submitted orders or quotations
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Processing quotation requests
Feedback given to the consumer after
sending in a quotation request.

Feedback after quotation requests
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Processing quotation requests
After the client request this e-mail will be
send automatically to you (the chosen
dealer), the consumer and Pastoe.

Pastoe expects you to take care of the
follow up. Pastoe never follows up
quotation requests.

With the composition code you can
retrieve the composition in your own
Studio Pastoe. Afterwards you can save
the composition, use it for a quotation
towards the consumer or as an order
towards Pastoe.

Contact information for the consumer to
reach you.

Contact information of your store.

Information about the communicated
price and the final price.

E-mail with quotation request
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